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"Like the tied-back curtain to a summer window" said the Tomales Bay 

Times while the Environmental Impact Report compared it to a county 
fair. A flare. A flair. An unfurl. That flew. 
 
A kite 25 miles in flight.       Ignited by the sun.       How did the birds 
respond?          Especially the raptors             who spend their lives riding 
the currents of air         showing the atmosphere         to be also constructed  
 
of hills, slopes, curves, valleys       moving not unlike the fence       in its 
slow streak of geographic sweep         a lighthouse drawn with a long 
phosphorescent brush—what did it look like in the moonlight? What did 
it look like from the moon? And then suddenly all the animals within miles       
awake.           Making a thin line drawn in lime arrive at a great wall that 
walled nothing in. 
 
It took four years of fighting authorities at all levels—individual, local, 
county, state, and federal—to get the permission. One of the recurrent 
complaints was extravagance—millions of dollars for a completely 
useless work of art that most people couldn't even bring themselves to 
call art—but far from being wasted, all those millions were earned by 
someone—engineers, manufacturers, planners, measurers, cutters, 
sewers, builders, drivers, monitors, photographers, and ranchers who all 
contributed to its creation—and a good many of them were local; it 
created a small economic boom in the region. 
 
The four years of negotiation were above all about getting the 
agreement of the community           the community that the project built 
by bringing them all together around the work; in short, the community        
that was created by creating the art was a central element of that art; it 
didn't make it—it was it.  
 
Including even the people who opposed it.           If you were there at all 
you couldn't not be a part of it              you played a role in the continually 
unspooling theater, and in that way their work is completely realist.   
 
The art work:        all of their projects underscore the fact that art is work—
the muscle, the logistics, the technics—it all requires tremendous effort, 
and much of it, so physical, even dangerous. Their projects exaggerate 



this almost to the point of the ridiculous, reminding us that most people 
think of art and work as, if not diametrically opposed, at least as 
unrelated. 
 
By emphasizing the aspect of work and taking it to the point of extreme 
difficulty, they make extreme difficulty into an art all its own—part of the 
art is in solving the difficulties, but above all, it is in creating them—thus 
spurring on greater creativity. They only resort to a solution now and then         
because without one occasionally, the creation of larger and larger 
difficulties can't go on. 
 
Jeanne-Claude and Christo were born on the same day—June 13, 1935—
she in Morocco and he in Bulgaria.   They both    separately   have said 
that the Running Fence has no beginning and no end      just two 
extremes—and no end either in perspectives, angles, speeds, no end to 
its seeing nor to its being seen.            The only beginning or end it had 
was temporal, and that was absolute, and imbedded in its very title: 
Running Fence, Sonoma and Marin Counties, California, 1972-76—it 
began when they first got the idea, and it ended only once every trace 
of it had been removed on Oct. 31, 1976.  
 
All of Christo and Jeanne-Claude's projects have an elaborate 
ephemerality at the core: endless effort     spent on a glance      the eons 
each second takes to let this smoke go up in proof;   a glimpse, one said, 
centers the eye's corner.    I was driving by, and out of the corner of my 
eye, I saw flight fly.  
 
And I, too, used to fly, said the rancher with a new-born calf in his arms, 
for whole split-seconds; it was the land that did it.          Flight as extension,             
a connection that lets time touch time across time.  
 
Flight as a muscular memory, lodged in muscles we no longer own.   Or 
flight as a function of the eye, lifting the body beyond its possibility.  Or 
flight as an aberration of the eye in conjunction with an hallucination of 
the spine.     Flight: we flew    and it was simply that     it's just something           
that happens to a body in time.  
 
And it happened again and again.        "When I said that the fence flew,  
it flew, and so I said it again and again." 
 



Can it be a fence            if it hems nothing in?        And what does it mean 
to run?        Sheep slipping through the slits made especially for them 
and their freedom of movement            and their likely opinion on fences  
 
and their definitions.     Not to mention the white-on-white of their wool 
against the cloth, a kind of Ryman in motion      of constant recomposition 
until it's gone.    It was built to come and go—fog and mist—    then lift—    
voile—    veil and sail all at once until it's gone again. 
 
How quick a streak might cause a heart—             that a heart might see 
a quick streak take off          from it, the heart           already thought out  
 
in light it seems that the eye       can't help but follow any bright extension 
seems to leave           all boundaries in shreds. 
 
Christo's land-into-landscape work began when he was an art student in 
Bulgaria—the students were sent out on the weekends to "beautify" the 
land through which the Orient Express passed—which was the only part 
of the Eastern Bloc that, at that time, the outside world could see. They 
were ordered to paint villages, plant flowers, pose perfect tractors 
attractively. We told the peasants they should set this threshing-machine 

clearly silhouetted at the top of a little hill—as if on a pedestal.  
 
Jeanne-Claude: I became an artist for love of Christo. If he'd been a 

dentist, I'd have become a dentist. 
 
The plans and drawings for the Running Fence were conceived and 
executed as completely separate artworks, and their sales financed the 
entire construction of the Fence itself. This is true for all of their projects; 
each one is funded by the sale of hundreds of plans, sketches, 
perspectives, and imagined depictions of the "final project." Not only 
does this keep them completely financially independent, but, more 
importantly, it confuses/diffuses the frame, lets it overflow into a network 
 
which is the truest form of the piece: it's a whole, but made up of 
countless cells that are all wholes in themselves. These two-dimensional 
works, stunning landscape sketches, are often anchored by 
measurements, technical notations, ordinance maps, and hand-written 
descriptions as aesthetically compelling as the drawings themselves. And 
his handwriting itself is always yet another ridge-line, a transcription of 
the arboreal into a syntax of trees. 



 
And the Fence was, in fact, referred to by more than one commentator 
in terms of language       it was called a calligraphy       a hand writes          
and the writing crosses       crossing evenly the line     between sight and  
 
blinding          a certain second of sun                  it would depend upon 
the moment        there were moments         they said    when you couldn't 
even look at it              or you'd have a blind spot             or rather a long 
blinding sheaf that stayed on         moving through your mind.        If we 
 
think of it as exactly that            a blind spot         of interminable length, 
a landscape of late summer       equally struck         landscape of the late 
suddenly thinking:     Fence as frame:     Walk we all    in together again:  
 
Walk the across—the fox   the deer    the sheep     the lost.    The Fence 
holds them all, not             through containment           but like a magnet 
or mirror           mirroring every angle         of weather          every errant 
 
ray of cloud     and all that rain that sunned inside—     So many writings 
on the work       mention rain and wind   and the shadows cut out, sharp   
of trees     or cows     or whatever was passing      in a magic lantern, but  
 
for the fact:        
 
165,000 yards of woven white cloth. 
 
2,050 poles. 
 
90 miles of steel cable. 
 
350,000 hooks.  
 
59 ranchers whose land the Fence needed to cross, and who were at first 
so resistant. 
 
The countless visits to all of them until one handed him a beer and invited 
him in. There's an art to going back   again and again       to the sooner 
or later        you'll not only agree       but will become an advocate     will 
 
argue for the project in countless public meetings, with city councils, 
county planning commissions, and people generally difficult. And so, 



relatively conservative ranchers became outspoken advocates of avant-
garde art. 
 
In the long run, they ended up inadvertently functioning as museum 
guides, pointing out particularly striking perspectives, praising the 
aesthetics, and detailing the technical challenges that, once surmounted, 
made the whole thing fly. The work of art is to prove that the earth really 
moves, and suddenly       it's been going on for centuries       and always  
 
a hawk    swooping exactly parallel to the undulations of the ridge.      Who 
 
then turned sharply down    to follow the fall     was a red-tail that struck           
was a feather          which might wander          or figure             the hawk 
gone horizontal           his wingtip of chalk        tracing the waves of land       
comes back in droves              they say rolling hills                they say roll 
 
and there's a long low gravel sound       calm in the face    of the equally 
rolling sun.    The Fence is the gesture    that changes the site from land 
into landscape;      by placing a work of art in it      it's suddenly apparent.  
 
And you      writing out the museum label       list the materials: light, time, 

and weather, all the while thinking of the unidentifiable animal that you 
saw last night silhouetted against it.  
 
 
 


